A collection of the wonders of Hakone derived from Hakone Volcano.

Here you can discover new facets of Hakone. The story focuses on Owakudani, the area you are currently in, as well as the areas of Mt. Kannurigatake and Mt. Kamiyama, Lake Ashinoko, Sengokuhara, and Hakone Onsen (Hot springs); the hot spring is blessing of the volcano. In the GEO Hall, you will also learn about threats and hazards of volcano.

大涌谷 火山を含む温泉
Hakone Onsen (Hot Springs) — The hot village fused by volcanoes.

火山の脅威 災害に備え、暮らしを守る
Volcanic threats and hazards — Protection from volcanic disasters is of utmost importance.

冠ヶ岳と神山 箱根火山活動の中心地

普グローラー: 箱根火山の形成史や最新の火山活動について紹介します。